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Abstract: By increasing the use of distributed generation (DG) in the distribution network operation, an entity called virtual power plant (VPP) has been introduced to control, dispatch and aggregate the generation of DGs, enabling them to participate either in the electricity market or the distribution network operation. The participation of VPPs in the electricity market has made challenges to fairly allocate payments and benefits between VPPs and distribution network operator (DNO). This paper presents a bilevel scheduling approach to model the energy transaction between VPPs and DNO. The upper level corresponds to the decision making of VPPs which bid their long-term contract prices so that their own profits are maximized and the lower level represents the DNO decision making to supply electricity demand of the network by minimizing its overall cost. The proposed bilevel scheduling approach is transformed to a single level optimizing problem using its Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions. Several scenarios are applied to scrutinize the effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

According to the IEA report [1], the liberalization of the electricity market and regulatory environment change has been one of the five reasons resulting in an increase in the penetration rate of distributed generations (DGs) which, however, this potential benefit had previously not been properly used due to both non-dispatchable characteristic and regulation barriers limiting the participation of small DGs in the electricity market [2]. To help solve this problem, a new entity, called virtual power plant (VPP), has been defined to aggregate and schedule DGs and enable them to either participate in the electricity market or provide system support [3, 4]. In other words, by using the concept of VPP, individual DGs can earn visibility and accessibility in addition to the fact that they benefit from market intelligence to maximize their revenues [5].

Researchers have introduced various kinds of VPPs with different functions in the previous literatures. Bignucolo et al. [6] define the VPP as an aggregator of the various DG technologies which are sited in different points of the medium voltage distribution network. In [7, 8] the application of VPP to facilitate trading of DGs in the electricity market and also the provision of ancillary services have been studied and Pudjianto et al. [9] present a VPP including several DGs with different operating patterns in detail and technologies connected to the distribution network. Authors of [10] propose a VPP aggregating power generation of both dispatchable and stochastic DGs in the distribution network to provide energy and required reserves to maximize the overall profit. Jadid and Bahreyni [11] presented a stochastic unit commitment model to schedule dispatchable and non-dispatchable units. They also render a novel three-program model which enable aggregator to make contacts with loads and DGs and help to participate in the wholesale market through these contacts.

These papers only take into account one perspective and neglect the behavior of the other beneficiaries of the system. Hence, cost and benefit would be allocated among all market agents in an unreasonable manner. A bilevel scheduling approach which is usually composed of two agents can be used to overcome this drawback [12]. The first agent, the leader, is implemented in the upper-level of the bilevel model while the second, the follower, is considered in the lower-level. This approach provides a framework to model both the leader and the follower’s interests [13]. Yu et al. [14] presented a novel bilevel programming model consisting of the VPP in the upper level and distributed energy resources in the lower level to determine the optimal economic dispatch. A bilevel scheduling model including robust coefficients regarding the uncertainties of wind power plant and photovoltaic is presented in [15]. This model maximizes the VPP revenue in the upper level based on the output prediction of wind power plant and photovoltaics in the day-ahead operation while in the lower level the day-ahead scheduling is revised with the actual output of the wind power plant and photovoltaic. Authors of [16] propose a novel control and bidding strategy to minimize the cost of the VPP in both day-ahead and balancing markets. The problem is modeled as a bilevel stochastic optimization and solved using a local search algorithm.

The reviewed articles have not considered the participation of several VPPs and the location of their own DGs in the distribution network. This paper proposes a bilevel scheduling model to investigate the interaction among VPPs and DNO in a day-ahead market. VPPs bid their long-term contract prices to maximize their own profits in the upper level. Having been given the prices at which the VPPs are interested to sell their energy, DNO, considered in the lower level, then decides on the share of energy to be supplied from either the electricity market or VPP, rest assured that its total cost is minimized. The KKT optimality conditions are implemented to transform the bilevel scheduling model into a single-level mathematical formulation with equilibrium constraints. The decision making process simultaneously determines the long-term contract price of each VPP and power purchased from both/either the electricity market and/or VPPs. The proposed bilevel scheduling model is basically adopted from the idea presented in [17].

The main contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:

1. Simulating several VPPs and their competition to provide energy in the distribution network.
2. Proposing a bilevel scheduling model to investigate the interaction between VPPs and DNO to partici-
3. Considering technical characteristics and constraints of the distribution network along with the different location of DG units throughout distribution network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed bilevel scheduling framework and Section 3 provides the required mathematical formulation of the bilevel scheduling approach. The numerical results are presented in section 4 to illustrate the efficient performance of the proposed bilevel scheduling approach. Finally, the conclusions are discussed in section 5.

2. Bilevel scheduling framework of VPPs and DNO

In this paper, the virtual power plants (VPPs) and distribution network operator (DNO) are introduced as different agents with various benefits and objectives individually looking for their optimal decision making in a bilevel scheduling approach shown in Fig. 1. The VPPs schedule and aggregate the power generation of their own DGs and deliver their generation to the DSO based on an optimal and agreed long-term contract prices. Therefore, the objective of VPPs is to optimally determine and bid their long-term contract prices by predicting the DNO’s reaction to whether or not to accept them. On the other hand, the DNO determines the supply share of each VPP and electricity market to provide the customers’ energy demand so that its total cost is minimized regarding the received contract prices. The objectives of the agents in the proposed bilevel scheduling approach are: maximizing the profits of the each VPP and also minimizing the total cost of the DNO.

3. Mathematical formulation

3.1. Upper level- Profit function of the VPPs

The upper level of the problem represents the profit maximization of the VPPs by (1). The total profit value is determined using the expected revenues from selling energy to the DNO minus the production costs of DGs over a time period.

$$\text{Max} \sum_{i \in VPP} \sum_{j \in T} \sum_{t \in T} (C_{vpp_i} - c_j)P_{dg_j}(t)$$

3.2. Lower level - Cost function of the DNO

The lower level of the model presents the total cost of DNO to be minimized subject to constraints (3-8). The first and second terms of (2) are the purchasing cost of electric energy from the electricity market and VPPs respectively.

$$\text{Min} \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in VPP} \sum_{t \in T} \Delta t_i P_{db}(t) + P_{dgs}(t) \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in VPP} \sum_{t \in T} \Delta t_i C_{vpp_i} P_{dg_j}(t)$$

The Distribution network is modeled by applying ap-
proximate power flow equations [17]. The active power flow from node \( n \) to \( m \) is approximately determined by (3) and the maximum allowable power flowing through branches are assessed using (4). Eq. 5 presents the energy balance constraint for each bus of the distribution network and the acceptable voltage limits should be satisfied using (6) throughout distribution network. Maximum capacity of the main substation and allowable range of DG units are presented in (7) and (8) respectively.

\[
P_{nm}(t) \equiv \frac{|V_n(t)| |V_m(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} \leq \overline{P}_{nm} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\forall n \in N; \; \forall m \in M; \; \forall t \in T;
\]

\[
\frac{|V_n(t)| |V_m(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} \leq \overline{P}_{nm} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\forall n \in N; \; \forall m \in M; \; \forall t \in T;
\]

\[
P_{nm}^m(t) - P_{nm}^d(t) = \sum_{m \in M} \frac{|V_n(t)| |V_m(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\forall n \in N; \; \forall t \in T;
\]

\[
V_n \leq V_n(t) \leq \overline{V}_n \; \forall n \in N; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{6}
\]

\[
P_{sb} \leq P_{sb}(t) \leq \overline{P}_{sb} \; \forall t \in T; \tag{7}
\]

\[
P_{dgj} \leq P_{dgj}(t) \leq \overline{P}_{dgj} \; \forall j \in J; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{8}
\]

3.3. Equivalent single-level scheduling approach
The equivalent single level problem would be obtained using KKT optimality conditions associated with the lower level of the bilevel scheduling problem. The resulted objective function of the equivalent single level problem is provided in (9) that is maximized subject to the (10-20) and previous constraints (3-8).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max} & \quad \text{Cvpp}_{i} P_{n}^{e} + \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{t \in T} \Delta t (\text{Cvpp}_{i} - c_{j}) P_{dgj}(t) \\
\end{align*}
\tag{9}
\]

\[
\text{Cvpp}_{i} - \pi(t) + \overline{\pi}(t) - \overline{\pi}(t) = 0; \; \forall i \in I; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{10}
\]

\[
\rho(t) - \pi(t) + \overline{\rho}(t) - \overline{\rho}(t) = 0; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{11}
\]

\[
\pi_{n}(t) \times \sum_{m \in M} \left( 2 \times \frac{|V_n(t)||V_m(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} - \sum_{m \in M} \pi_n(t) \times \frac{|V_n(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} \right) \\
+ \sum_{m \in M} \left( \varphi_{n,m}(t) - \overline{\varphi}_{n,m}(t) \right) \times \frac{|V_n(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} + \frac{1}{2} \\
\sum_{m \in M} \left( \overline{\varphi}_{n,m}(t) - \overline{\varphi}_{n,m}(t) \right) \times \frac{|V_n(t)|}{|Z_{nm}|} = 0; \; \forall n \in N; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{12}
\]

\[
\overline{\varphi}_{n,m}(t) \geq 0; \; \forall n \in N; \; \forall m \in M; \; \forall t \in T; \tag{13}
\]

**Fig. 2.** Schematic diagram of the 34-bus distribution network
4. Numerical results

The proposed bilevel scheduling model is applied to a modified IEEE 34-bus distribution system presented in Fig. 2 [17]. This distribution system, whose substation transformer at bus 1 connects the distribution network to the main grid, serves 34 load points. There are two VPPs in the distribution network: VPP1 owns DG1 and DG2 while VPP2 owns DG3 and DG4. The main parameters of the DGs are presented in Table 1. The time horizon is assumed one year (8760 hours) and it is equally divided into ten time periods (876 hours).

The effectiveness of the proposed bilevel scheduling model is scrutinized using three different demand levels namely high (scenario A), medium (scenario B) and low (scenario C). The annual demand profiles of the three different scenarios are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the electricity market prices of the annual time horizon [18]. As it can be seen the electricity market prices alter in proportion to the variations of the annual demand profiles. In other words, the higher electricity market prices are expected to take place during peak load hours of the distribution network and vice versa [17].

The proposed model has been implemented using SNOPT solver in GAMS [19] and the obtained results of the VPPs’ long-term contract price are given in Table 2 for three different scenarios. As expected, the higher demands and electricity market prices in scenario A result in higher contract prices of VPPs. Conversely, lower demands and electricity market prices in scenario C result in lower contract prices of VPPs. Also, it can be concluded

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi_{n,m}(t) &= (V_m(t) - V_n(t)) - P_{nm} = 0; \\
\varphi_{n,m}(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall n \in N; \quad \forall m \in M; \quad \forall t \in T; \quad (14) \\
\omega_x(t) &= (V_n(t) - \bar{V}_n) = 0; \\
\omega_x(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall n \in N; \quad \forall t \in T; \quad (15) \\
\omega_n(t) &= -(V_n(t) + \bar{V}_n) = 0; \\
\omega_n(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall n \in N; \quad \forall t \in T; \quad (16) \\
\delta(t) &= (P_{ab}(t) - \bar{P}_{ab}) = 0; \\
\delta(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall t \in T; \quad (17) \\
\delta(t) &= -(P_{ab}(t) + \bar{P}_{ab}) = 0; \\
\delta(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall t \in T; \quad (18) \\
\bar{\beta}(t) &= (P_{dg}(t) - \bar{P}_{dg}) = 0; \\
\bar{\beta}(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall j \in J; \quad \forall t \in T \quad (19) \\
\beta_j(t) &= -(P_{dg}(t) + P_{dg}) = 0; \\
\beta_j(t) &\geq 0; \quad \forall j \in J; \quad \forall t \in T \quad (20)
\end{align*}
\]

### Table 1. DG parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DG number</th>
<th>$P_{dg}$ (MW)</th>
<th>$\bar{P}_{dg}$ (MW)</th>
<th>$C$ (€/MWh)</th>
<th>Bus number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DG 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Demand profile of the distribution network in three different scenarios](https://example.com/demand_profile.png)
from Table 2 that the VPP2 bids more prices than VPP1 due to the fact that VPP2, which owns DG3 and DG4, is farther away from the main substation than VPP1, which owns DG1 and DG2. Therefore, VPP2 would make a greater contribution to reduce power losses and improve voltage profile than VPP1 does.

The VPPs’ capacity factors, the ratio of the power provided and the maximum capacity of the VPPs over the considered annual time horizon, are presented in Table 3 for the three different scenarios.

In the case that the electricity market prices and demands have the largest values in scenario A, the capacity factor of the VPPs will be more than the other scenarios. Moreover, VPP1 has more capacity factor compared to VPP2 in all scenarios because of the lower contract prices of VPP1 which make it more preferable to VPP2.

Fig. 5 depicts the purchased power from the electricity market for three scenarios. In other words, besides purchasing from the VPPs, DNO participates in the electricity market to meet its required demand. As it can be seen, the DNO activity in the electricity market is in direct correlation with its expected demand, except for time intervals 3, 4 and 5 in which DNO purchases different powers from VPPs.

The annual expected profits of VPPs are shown in Fig. 6 for each scenario. The highest expected profit is obtained in scenario A because of the higher contract prices and capacity factors compared to scenarios B and C. Although VPP2 has lower capacity factor than VPP1, It
gains more profit in scenarios A and B due to the higher loading conditions of these scenarios and the position of VPP2 in distribution network enabling it to better meet technical requirements of distribution network end points. On the other hand, VPP1 achieves higher profit in scenario C due to the fact that in the lower load condition and
market prices, DNO can provide most of its required energy from either electricity market or VPP without violating technical constraints.

The comparison of the annual costs of the DNO to supply its demands is depicted in Fig. 7 with respect to the three scenarios. According to the results obtained, the overall annual costs of DNO decreased in all scenarios with the presence of VPPs. Furthermore, because of higher electricity market prices and demands of the distribution network in scenario A, the procurement cost of the distribution network is more than that of scenarios B and C.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the overall power losses of distribution network in the three scenarios. DNO decreases its power losses in all scenarios using VPPs to meet its power demand.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a bilevel scheduling approach to model the optimal interaction of VPPs and DNO in distribution networks. VPPs schedule and aggregate the power generation of their own DGs at different points of the distribution network and determine the optimal long-term contract prices on which they sell the energy to the DNO while the DNO seeks to minimize its total incurred cost by choosing to purchase energy either from electricity markets or VPPs. The bilevel scheduling approach takes into consideration the viewpoints of the all participant agents including VPPs and the DNO. The KKT optimality conditions of the lower level problem have been applied to transform the bilevel model into a single-level mathematical program. The results show that DGs’ location in the distribution network may have a significant effect on the contract prices and consequently on VPP’s expected profit. The proposed approach results in potential cost savings for the DNO. Numerical results and discussions demonstrate the efficacy and usefulness of the proposed bilevel scheduling model.
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